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Sea-to-Sky Highway Project Background
The Sea-to-Sky Highway links communities
from West Vancouver to Whistler. With its
spectacular mountain landscape, the highway
presents complex engineering and construction
challenges.
British Columbia’s Ministry of Transportation
is undertaking improvements to the highway
between West Vancouver and Whistler to
improve its safety, reliability and capacity. By
2009, extensive improvements will make travel
along the corridor safer for residents, commuters
and tourists. To be completed before the
Olympics, the highway improvements will serve
population growth and economic development
in the corridor as demand increases for resident
and visitor travel, as well as goods movement.
Improvements will include highway widening
and straightening, improved sightlines, passing
lanes and other design innovations to reduce
hazards, shorten travel times and increase
capacity of the Sea-to-Sky Highway.
The Sea-to-Sky Highway Improvement Project
will result in the following:
• West Vancouver to Lions Bay 4-lane sections
with continuous median barrier including
straightening, widening and improved
sightlines (eliminating several sharp curves).
• North of Lions Bay to Murrin Park 2, 3 and 4lane sections; about half of this section includes
improved 2 lanes, and the remaining sections
include additional passing opportunities with

3 and 4 lanes. Those sections that are 4 lanes
will include a median barrier to prevent crossover
accidents. Sections adjacent to Murrin Park and
within the community of Britannia will include
improved 2-lane sections, which is consistent
with community input from pre-design
consultations. In Furry Creek, there will be 3
lanes moving to 4 lanes with a median barrier.
• North of Murrin Park through Squamish
4-lane divided highway. This section will
include median barriers throughout, including
the addition of urban design features to the
median within Squamish.
• Squamish to Whistler 3 lanes throughout this
section, including improved 2-lane sections
and alternating passing opportunities provided
by alternating the third lane.

PROJECT GOALS
The primary goals for the Sea-to-Sky Highway
Improvement Project include:
• Safety improvements
• Reliability improvements
• Capacity improvements
• Project completion by late 2009
• Management of traffic flows during
construction in order to minimize disruption
and maximize predictability
• Completion of the project on time and
on budget

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
A key goal of the Sea-to-Sky Highway
Improvement Project is to manage traffic
flows during construction in order to minimize
disruption and maximize predictability for
travellers. Highway closures will be implemented
at set times and publicized well in advance.
To plan ahead for a safe trip, call 1-877-4SAFE99
(1-877-472-3399) for up-to-date traffic
information or go to the website
(www.seatoskyimprovements.ca) to access the
following travel planning tools:
• Weekly Schedule – Weekly update on
confirmed highway closures and delays.
• Travel Planner – A list of the available closure
and delay windows for the current season
• Closure & Delay Windows – The maximum
closure and delay windows to 2009.
• Road Alerts Service Frequent Sea-to-Sky
travellers can receive text message alerts
about major or unscheduled events that affect
highway travel.

Overview of Consultation on Highway Improvements
CORRIDOR-WIDE CONSULTATION
Community consultation on detailed design is
being conducted in corridor communities
prior to completion of the highway improvements
in each section.
The Ministry of Transportation (MoT) has
consulted about the scope and nature of highway
improvements since 2002 with communities,
businesses and residents along the corridor.
Residents and community stakeholders have
participated in hundreds of meetings.
As the Sea-to-Sky Highway Improvement Project
proceeds through various design stages and
ultimately into construction, communities and
key stakeholders are being consulted. The design
stages include:
1. Project Definition Consultation
(completed 2002 - 2003)
2. Pre-Design Consultation
(completed 2003 - 2005)
3. Preliminary Design Consultation
(completed 2005 - 2006)
4. Detailed Design Consultation
(February – June 2007)
The Sea-to-Sky Highway Improvement Project
maintains a community relations program
to provide on-going communications about
construction activities, as well as current
construction delays and highway closures
updates.
The S2S Transportation Group is the contractor
responsible for designing, building, operating
and maintaining the Sea-to-Sky Highway. A
key outcome of detailed design consultation is
practical feedback on detailed design features for
consideration by the Ministry of Transportation
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and the S2S Transportation Group, prior to
completion of improvements in each section.
Detailed design consultation generally involves
the discussion of fewer but very specific
treatments related to the final design
improvements, including such things as specific
traffic calming and noise reduction features,
shape and texture of gateway signage, detailed
landscaping, lighting and other aesthetic
treatments.

RESULTS FROM SQUAMISH MAY – JUNE
2006 PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONSULTATION
Preliminary design consultation was conducted
with the Squamish community in May – June
2006. The following summarizes the input
received during this consultation.
Stawamus Chief Pedestrian Bridge
There was strong community support for the
Stawamus Chief arched pedestrian bridge with
steel framed concrete deck.
Centennial Way Crossing
Participants strongly supported an underpass
below the highway that accommodates both
vehicle and pedestrian traffic including the
removal of the existing overhead walkway.
Trail/Walking Path
Many participants commented that they would
like to be involved in the development of a
trail that would accommodate a variety of path
users. Some respondents noted the importance
of having a trail that connects the different
neighbourhoods in Squamish as well as business
districts and that the trail would include
amenities such as lighting, rest areas and signage.
Gateway Features
The majority of participants supported the
community rock option as the gateway signage

feature, also noting that the community rock
should be highly visible and that the name
should be easy to read.
Business Gateways
Participants strongly supported a business gateway
sign that would be similar in design to the gateway
signage feature chosen by the community during
preliminary design consultation. Participants noted
that the sign should be highly visible and the name
easy to read.
Landscape Features
Three landscape design options were presented
in the preliminary design consultation. Option 1
- Formalized Tree Plantings, Option 2 - Clusters of
Native Vegetation and Option 3 - Trail Clusters.

Squamish Detailed Design Consultation
Stawamus Chief Pedestrian Bridge
The Stawamus Chief pedestrian bridge will be an
arched bridge with a steel framed concrete deck.
Centennial Way
The local Centennial Way road will be
constructed with an underpass under the
highway. This grade-separated connection
under the highway will improve community
connectivity.
Trail System
It is the long term objective of the District
of Squamish to construct a multi-use trail
from Valleycliffe to Depot Road (a distance

of approximately 8.6km). It is acknowledged
that the full achievement of this long-term
objective is beyond the scope of the Sea-to-Sky
Highway Improvement Project. The STS Highway
Improvement Project will contribute funding
for development of the trail/walking pathway.
A select committee of Council is currently
developing options for consideration by the
community.
For further information about plans for the
Squamish trail system, please contact the District
of Squamish.

DESCRIPTION OF CROSS-SECTIONS
1 4-Lane Divided with Centre Median Barrier
Centre Median Barrier is an important safety feature and provides
for a 810 mm high concrete barrier that limits cross over accidents.
2 4-Lane Divided with Raised Median Barrier

This type of median directs traffic movement and reduces crossover accidents. At wider sections, they provide streetscaping
opportunities and create a more urban feel.

4-Lane Divided - Centre Median Barrier

4-Lane Divided - Raised Median Barrier

4-Lane Divided - Raised Median Barrier,
Curb & Gutter on Both Sides

4-Lane Divided - Raised Median and Roadside
Barriers

3 4-Lane Divided with Raised Median and Curb & Gutter

Curb and gutter treatments create a more urban feel to roadways,
allow for the placement of sidewalks, and assist with traffic calming.
4 4-Lane Divided with Raised Median and Roadside Barriers

Roadside barrier is an important safety feature that guides traffic
adjacent to steep embankments.
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Murrin Provincial Park

4-Lane With
Centre Median Barrier

Channelized
‘T’ Intersection
Browning Lake

2-lane Section

See Cross-Sections

N
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Shannon Falls Provincial Park

Centre Median Barrier

Widen Existing
Signalized Intersection

Centre Median Barrier
Existing Bridge

Relocate Access to
Papoose Climbing Area

New Northbound Bridge
at Shannon Creek

Relocated Parking

N
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Stawamus Chief Provincial Park

Trail Connecting
to Pedestrian Bridge

Pedestrian
Bridge

Centre Median Barrier

Southbound
Parking

Right-In/Right-Out
Access to Bus and
Car Parking

Roundabout
Right-in/Right-out
access

Re-seeded
Highway
Embankment Cut

Protected “T“
Intersection

Additional Parking
Provided

Additional Parking
Provided

Stawamus Chief Pedestrian Bridge

N
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Urban Squamish 1

Squamish Gateway
Feature

PROPOSED CHANGE
IN LAND USE
Stawamus River
Bridge

Highway Improvements Through and
Adjacent to the Squamish Nation (IR24),
Shown in Blue, are Currently Subject to
Negotiations Between the Province of
British Columbia and the Squamish Nation

Protected “T“
Intersection

N
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Urban Squamish 2

Centre Median Barrier
Business Area
Gateway Sign
Cleveland Avenue
Intersection Improvements

VEL

CLE

Off Ramp under
discussion with
District of Squamish

AND
UE

N
AVE

Trail connects to
edge of Highway

Final extent and
location of trail to
be determined with
Community and
District of Squamish

Sidewalk in discussion
with District of Squamish
New Mamquam Blind Channel
Bridge (Pedestrian access
under north end of bridge
maintained)

Squamish
Adventure
Centre

Business Area
Gateway Sign

N
4-Lane Divided - Centre Median Barrier
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4-Lane Divided - Raised Median Barrier

4-Lane Divided - Raised Median and Roadside
Barriers

Urban Squamish 3

SQUAMISH BUSINESS PARK

Municipal improvements
to Industrial Way

COMMERCIAL WAY

INDUSTRIAL WAY

Industrial Way
pedestrian and
vehicle activated
signalized intersection

New signalized intersection
access to Squamish Business
Park by District of Squamish

Centre Median Barrier

Centre Median Barrier

FINCH ROAD

Final extent and
location of trail to
be determined with
Community and
District of Squamish

N
4-Lane Divided - Centre Median Barrier

4-Lane Divided - Raised Median Barrier
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Urban Squamish 4

SQUAMISH BUSINESS PARK

Final extent and
location of trail to
be determined with
Community and
District of Squamish

New signalized intersection
access to Squamish Business
Park by District of Squamish

Centre Median Barrier

Centennial Underpass

New Southbound
Mamquam River Bridge

Existing Mamquam
River Bridge
Centre Median Barrier

N
4-Lane Divided - Centre Median Barrier
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4-Lane Divided - Raised Median Barrier

4-Lane Divided - Raised Median Barrier,
Curb & Gutter on Both Sides

Urban Squamish 5

Business Area
Gateway Sign

Centre Median Barrier

Pedestrian overhead crossing
modified for Highway
Business Area
Gateway Sign

Improvements to
Mamquam Road to be
made by others

N
4-Lane Divided - Centre Median Barrier

4-Lane Divided - Raised Median Barrier

4-Lane Divided - Raised Median Barrier,
Curb & Gutter on Both Sides
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Urban Squamish 6

Centre Median Barrier

Potential future intersection

N
4-Lane Divided - Centre Median Barrier
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Urban Squamish 7

Squamish Gateway
Feature

New pedestrian and
vehicle activated signal
for intersection

Centre Median Barrier

N
4-Lane Divided - Centre Median Barrier

4-Lane Divided - Raised Median Barrier
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Detailed Design Consultation Topics
The following detailed design features are the focus of this consultation:

1. COMMUNITY GATEWAYS
OVERVIEW
During the previous stages of consultation,
feedback from all communities indicated that
the Community Rocks gateway feature was the
preferred option. Therefore, the Community
Rocks feature has been refined and two options
are being presented to corridor communities for
their input during detailed design consultation.
Elements of Continuity are consistent features
that identify the Sea-to-Sky Highway corridor as a
system from West Vancouver to Whistler.
Elements of Distinction are features developed in
consultation with each community at the detailed
design phase, representing each community as a
unique place and destination.
In Squamish, the Community Rocks gateway
signage defines the entry into the Squamish
community, in a manner similar to other corridor
communities but with distinctive elements (such
as the colour and shape of a painted metal sign),
that are unique to Squamish to set it apart.
Two options are presented for feedback.
In both options, the rock signage will be
approximately eight feet high and illuminated
for enhanced visibility at night. In the first
option both the boulder base and sign will be
made of faux rock. In the second option,
the boulder is made of faux rock, while the sign
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will be made of painted metal and attached to
the faux rock base.
In recognition of First Nations’ history in this
corridor, the Salish name for each area will also
appear on the community rock signage.

Community Rocks – Option 1
Faux rock boulder base with integrated faux rock sign

Community Rocks – Option 2
Faux rock boulder base with sign made of painted metal

Elements of Continuity
• Consistent “faux” rock base

Elements of Continuity
• Consistent “faux” rock base

Elements of Distinction
• Each sign shape could be unique to each community
– slight variation of height, shape and width will enhance
the distinction of each sign.

Elements of Distinction
• The shape of each community sign will reflect a unique rocky slope
or mountain peak.

• Each community will have its name and community logo
(logo location indicated by dashed box) displayed prominently
in a contemporary, consistent typeface.
• A Salish name of each community will also appear on the sign.

• The sign with community name and logo (logo location indicated
by dashed box) will be made of painted metal attached to base.
• A Salish name of each community will also appear on the sign.
• A selection of colours for the sign (painted metal) may be
available to further distinguish each sign.

Painted Metal

Faux Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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Detailed Design Consultation Topics
2. BUSINESS GATEWAY SIGNS
In addition to Community Gateway signage,
Business Gateway signs identifying the main
commercial areas of Squamish Town Centre
and Garibaldi Business Centre are planned to
let drivers know about business and shopping
opportunities in Squamish.

Option 1 – Faux Rock Base
A metal sign set into a boulder-like, faux rock base.
Signs would be approximately 5 feet tall.

Options 1 and 2 are designed to correspond to the
Community Rock gateway signage and to reflect
the natural surroundings of the Squamish areas.
Option 1 – Faux Rock Base
A metal sign set into a boulder-like, faux rock
base.
Signs would be approximately 5 feet tall.
Option 2 – Rock Wall Base
A metal sign set on a rock wall, made of either
real or faux-rock.
Signs would be approximately 5 feet tall.
Option 2 – Rock Wall Base
A metal sign set on a rock wall, made of either real or faux-rock.
Signs would be approximately 5 feet tall.
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3. LANDSCAPE FEATURES
Along the Squamish portion of the Sea-to-Sky
Highway, there are nodes of commercial,
residential and industrial development separated
by forested sections. Landscape treatments
could enhance the community character of the
developed nodes and reinforce the forested
areas. The proposed landscape design focuses on
enhancing the nodes while restoring disturbed
areas.
When developing landscape design in Squamish,
in order to maintain safety objectives,
consideration was given to specific highway
limitations such as driver sightlines, limited space
adjacent to the highway and overhead power
lines.
During the preliminary design consultation phase,
three landscape design options were presented.
Option 1 - Formalized Tree Plantings, Option 2 Clusters of Native Vegetation, and Option 3 - Trail
Clusters. While a slight majority of participants
chose clusters of native vegetation and formalized
tree plantings, many participants commented they
would like a combination of the three proposed
landscape design options.
Based on these results, the proposed landscape
design is a blending of the three options.
Formalized tree planting is proposed within the
medians and clusters of native vegetation are
proposed along the roadsides, and near the trails.

Trees
Green Ash Tree Fraxinus americana

Tree (approx. 20m tall)

Detail

Douglas Fir Pseudotsuga menzieslii

Tree (approx. 70m tall)

Detail

Western Red Cedar Thuja plicata

Areas of existing vegetation disturbed during
construction will be reinstated. Roadsides will be
seeded with grass and planting areas will receive
soil and mulch.
The following plant list includes native, indigenous
trees and shrubs as well as some cultivated species
that may be used in the Squamish area:

Tree (approx. 60m tall)

Detail
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Detailed Design Consultation Topics
SHRUBS
Redtwig Dogwood (Cornus) Cornus sericea

Mock Orange Philadelphus lewisii

Shrub

Shrub

Detail

Detail

Black Hawthorn Crataegus douglasii

Pacific Ninebark Physocarpus capitatus

Shrub

Shrub

Detail

Oceanspray Holodiscus discolor

Shrub
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Detail

Red-flowering Currant Ribes sanguinieu

Detail

Shrub

Detail

SHRUBS

Lavender Lavendula munstead

Nootka Rose Rosa nutkana

Shrub

Detail

Shrub

Snowberry Symphoricarpos albus

Cinquefoil Potentilla

Shrub

Shrub

Detail

Detail

Detail

Cotoneaster Cotoneaster dammerii

Japanese Spirea Spiraea japonica

Shrub

Shrub

Detail

Detail
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Detailed Design Consultation Topics
GROUNDCOVER
Mauve Heather Erica xdarl

Shrub

Detail

Salal Gaultheria shallon

Shrub
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Detail

The following is a description of the proposed detailed design landscape plans:
Cleveland Avenue
Cleveland Avenue is one of the main landscape nodes in Squamish. It is proposed that the medians near the intersection be planted with Green Ash trees and
Cotoneaster, Lavender, Japanese Spirea and Cinquefoil. The environmentally sensitive area northeast of the Cleveland Avenue intersection will be retained. Low,
native shrubs are proposed at the southeast quadrant of the intersection.

UE

VEN
DA

LAN

VE
CLE

Retain Environmentally
Sensitive Area

LEGEND
Trees

Green Ash Tree
Shrubs & Groundcover

Nootka Rose
Cotoneaster
Cinquefoil
Japanese Spirea
Redtwig Dogwood
Lavender

N
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Detailed Design Consultation Topics
Industrial Way
Industrial Way is another of the main landscape nodes in Squamish. It is proposed that the medians near the intersection be planted with Green Ash trees and
Cotoneaster, Lavender, Japanese Spirea and Cinquefoil. The roadside areas will be planted with clusters of native vegetation. These clusters will be strategically
located to optimize views to the adjacent commercial properties while softening the road edge.

INDUSTRIAL WAY

Clusters of Native
Vegetation

LEGEND
Trees

Green Ash Tree
Western Red Cedar
DISTRICT OF
SQUAMISH
POLICE AND
EMERGENCY
RESPONSE

Douglas Fir
Shrubs & Groundcover

Nootka Rose
Snowberry
Cinquefoil
Redtwig Dogwood
Lavender
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Commercial Way
It is proposed that the landscape area at Commercial Way will be planted with clusters of native vegetation. In the median near the intersection, Green Ash
trees will be planted along with Cotoneaster, Lavender, Japanese Spirea and Cinquefoil. In addition, it is proposed that the eastern roadside area at the
intersection will be planted clusters of native vegetation.

COMMERCIAL WAY

Clusters of Native
Vegetation

LEGEND
Trees

Green Ash Tree
Western Red Cedar
Douglas Fir
Shrubs & Groundcover

Nootka Rose
Snowberry
Cotoneaster
Cinquefoil
Redtwig Dogwood
Lavender

N
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Detailed Design Consultation Topics
Centennial Way
Centennial Way offers opportunities for restoration of disturbed roadside areas. Planting of native trees and clusters of native vegetation are proposed for the
disturbed areas. The large islands will be planted with low shrubs and grass in order to maintain proper safety sightlines for merging traffic.

Centre Median
Barrier

Shrubs in Islands

LEGEND
Trees

Western Red Cedar
Douglas Fir

Clusters of Native
Vegetation
Underpass

Shrubs & Groundcover

Nootka Rose

Snowberry
Redtwig Dogwood
N
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Mamquam Road
Mamquam Road is one of the main landscape nodes in Squamish. There are opportunities to plant trees, shrubs and groundcover in the medians near the
intersection. It is proposed that the medians be planted with Green Ash trees and Cotoneaster, Lavender, Japanese Spirea and Cinquefoil. The eastern roadside
will be planted with low-growing native vegetation because overhead hydro wires limit the height of vegetation in this area. The west side of the road will be
planted with native vegetation.

MAMQUAM ROAD

Centre Median
Barrier
Clusters of Native
Vegetation

LEGEND
Trees

Mamquam Rd Under Discussion
with Quest University
& District of Squamish

Western Red Cedar
Douglas Fir
Shrubs & Groundcover

Nootka Rose

Snowberry
Redtwig Dogwood
N
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Detailed Design Consultation Topics
Mamquam Road to Garibaldi Way
There are opportunities to plant trees, shrubs and groundcover in the medians near the intersection. The medians will be planted with Green Ash trees with
Cotoneaster, Lavender, Japanese Spirea and Cinquefoil. The eastern roadside will be planted with low-growing native vegetation as overhead hydro wires limit
the height of the vegetation.
Trail/Walkway Options
There are two proposed options for a trail/walkway from Mamquam Road to Garibaldi Way along the east side of the highway.
• Option 1 is a concrete sidewalk and boulevard.

LEGEND
Trees

Green Ash
Western Red Cedar
Douglas Fir

Pedestrian Overhead
Crossing Modified for
Highway Widening

Shrubs & Groundcover

Nootka Rose
Snowberry

Clusters of Native
Vegetation

Cinquefoil
Japanese Spirea
Redtwig Dogwood
Lavender

Option 1: Boulevard with Concrete Sidewalk
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Trail/Walkway Option 2
• Option 2 is a meandering walkway. The surface is to be determined at a later date.

LEGEND
Trees

Green Ash
Western Red Cedar
Douglas Fir

Pedestrian Overhead
Crossing Modified for
Highway Widening

Shrubs & Groundcover

Nootka Rose
Snowberry

Clusters of Native
Vegetation

Cinquefoil
Japanese Spirea
Redtwig Dogwood
Lavender

Option 2: Meandering Walkway

N
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Detailed Design Consultation Topics
Garibaldi Way
It is proposed that trees, shrubs and groundcover be planted in the medians near the intersection. The medians will be planted with Green Ash trees and
Lavender, Japanese Spirea and Cinquefoil. The west side of the road will receive clusters of native vegetation at the intersection and at the base of the
pedestrian overpass.

Clusters of Native
Vegetation

GARIBALDI WAY

Pedestrian Overhead
Crossing Modified for
Highway Widening

LEGEND
Trees

Green Ash
Western Red Cedar
Douglas Fir
Shrubs & Groundcover

Nootka Rose
Snowberry
Cinquefoil
Japanese Spirea
Redtwig Dogwood
Lavender
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Depot Road
There is an opportunity to plant trees, shrubs and groundcover in the median north of the intersection. It is proposed that the median be planted with Green
Ash trees and Cotoneaster, Lavender, Japanese Spirea and Cinquefoil. The west side of the road will receive clusters of native vegetation.
Community Gateway Landscape Features
The proposed landscape treatment at the North Community Gateway is a single row of Green Ash trees, planted close together on the east and west sides of
the highway just after the gateway sign. Other roadside vegetation will include low-growing native vegetation. Shrubs will be planted in the median at the
north gateway. The proposed landscape treatment at the South Community Gateway will be similar in design to the North Gateway.

Community Gateway
DEPOT ROAD

LEGEND
Trees

Green Ash Tree
Shrubs & Groundcover

Nootka Rose
Snowberry
Cotoneaster
Cinquefoil
Redtwig Dogwood
Lavender

N
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